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Lumina Group has dedicated its works in architectural lighting 
consultancy for more than 15 years. Projects handled within the 

period of service encompass wide spectrum of development type, 
stretched from monumental size such as MONUMEN NASIONAL 
to hospitality, hotels, commercials, offices, and luxury residences. 

Being consistent in achieving quality design in each projects has 
brought International Awards in Lighting Design, which validates 

recognition of the company in the world of lighting design. 

Lumina Group is a pure designer / consultant. We receive our 
income strictly from fee, we do not receive nor give commissions 

that will interfere our line of works.
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“TRIBUTE TO INCANDESCENT” - SERIES OF INSTALLATION 
ARTWORK IN LUMINA GROUP STUDIO 

2004-2009.

Lumina Group
Architectural Lighting Designer



Browse our selected projects, ranges from hotel, F&B, office, 
commercials, residence, light artwork. Some of them are award 
winning projects, in various type of projects as well, showcasing 

our wide range of skill in lighting design.
Should we find necessary, we’ll propose to team up with 

Lightlink LLC, Japanese lighting designer based in Hongkong. 
This collaboration is intended to provide richer design, blend of 

Indonesian eclectic culture with clean minimalist Japanese style. 
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DINING PRESET @ 
LUMINA GROUP MEETING ROOM - 2011

Project Reference



International Association of Lighting Designers (IALD) is the 
oldest lighting designer organization, based in Chicago, United 
States. Each year IALD holds International Lighting Design 
Award that in time become standard of international lighting 
design achievement. Further info of IALD can be found in their 
website www.iald.org

Lumina Group won three awards from Annual IALD Lighting 
Design Award, for different type of projects:

Monumen Nasional (MONAS), Jakarta - 2005
Category : Monument

Erha Clinic Kelapa Gading, Jakarta - 2007
Category : Hospitality

PERTAMINA Gas Station - 2009
Category : Public Space
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Section 1 Awards

http://www.iald.org
http://www.iald.org
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Hotel is one of our precious lighting design skill. We get used to 
be sensitive to hotel’s character, design style, guest 
accommodation requirement, operational and maintenance 
consideration.

Other complexity involves coordination with various designers in 
project team. We are able to talk and communicate aesthetic 
aspects with architect, interior designer (which many times 
involve 2 or 3 interior designer; public space designer and F&B 
designer), spa designer, landscape designer and signage designer 
We are also understand technical language to be able to talk to 
M&E consultant, AV consultant and IT consultant.

We’ve been working on various level of hotels, from 3 star to 5 
star and above; both local and international operator such as 
Starwood, Ritz Carlton, JW Marriott, Hilton, IHSG, Accor or 
Aston International.

Food & Beverages, includes in hotel or separate development, 
are another specific activities. Designed sensitively to match 
market need or lifestyle creation, lighting design of F&B outlets 
are another challenge.
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Section 2 Hospitality

BAMBOO LIGHT 
W RETREAT & SPA BALI - 2010
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CONRAD RESORT HOTEL, Tanjung Benoa, Bali, Indonesia
Second Phase operated in 2008

CONRAD Resort Hotel Bali claimed itself as a Contemporary 
Designed 5 star hotel, which is currently one of the most favorable 

luxury hotel in Bali. Lighting design scope of work consists of the 
second phase development, started with Conrad wedding chapel 

(known as Infinity), followed by Suite Wings, Penthouse, Club 
House (Restaurant, Lounge & Gym), Spa Villa and surrounding 

landscape. Design challenge was to create contemporary 
atmosphere while maintaining resort air and the previous phase 

one design. Upgrade in more efficient product, less energy 
consumed and longer life bulbs were applied whenever possible 

throughout the project.
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W RETREAT & SPA, Seminyak, Bali, Indonesia
Open in 2010

W Bali is a resort version of W Hotel chain, thus the true challenge 
was to reinterpret W’s distinctive style for a resort. Mysterious, 

tranquil with twist of color were the chosen keywords as concept 
design. Local wisdom and W's design twist were thoughtfully 

fused, to form new kind of experience. Bamboo, boulder, candle 
are some of local stuffs that were transformed into new lighting 

elements. Exterior space was kept in serenity with natural dark 
ambiance, to balance out the color twist in interior. Dynamic 

ambiance in lobby was carefully programmed to maintain resort 
feel portion within W’s quirks.
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TENTREM HOTEL, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Open in 2013

TENTREM Hotel is the largest 5 star hotel in Yogyakarta, Middle 
Java; a city with rich Javanese culture. Architecture and interior 

were designed in modern colonial influence. Lighting design 
followed the stream, bringing back the grace of the great Javanese 

era and set Tentrem to become a new standard of luxury hotel in 
Mid Java (evan easily comparable to international 5 star hotels in 

Jakarta).  
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PADMA HOTEL, Legian, Bali, Indonesia
Renovation completed in 2010

PADMA Resort Hotel, located in Legian, Bali, is a classic Balinese 5 star 
resort hotel.Sit on a vast siteplan, the hotel undergone total renovation 

to catch up the current market development. A more update design 
was implied while maintaining the classic atmosphere as much as 

possible. First stage of renovation included Main Lobby, Restaurant and 
Retail. A more dramatic, warm and intimate light ambiance were 

introduced to replace the previously dull situation. Strategies in achieving 
less maintenance costs and ease of operations were implied throughout 
in addition to more fresh ambiance. Lighting control and high efficiency 

light source as LEDs and fluorescent were composed with halogen to 
achieve optimal aesthetic vs maintenance and running cost. 
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HILTON Hotel, Bandung, Indonesia
Open in 2009

Considered as one of the most luxurious hotel in Bandung, 
Hilton has an exceptional architecture and interior. The 

architect recreated undulating landscape of Pasundan and 
‘inserted’ a slice of river/rock/plants inside the main lobby, 

which was the main challenge in incorporating appropriate 
lighting design. Lighting concept proposed was to bring 
outdoor ambiance inside; to loose the ceiling boundary; 
while maintaining the warm welcoming feels. Contrast 

composition between main lobby (void) area and reception 
and other lower ceiling areas created a nature - city 
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POTATO HEAD Restaurant, Seminyak , Bali
Open in 2011

Potato Head Bali is a beach club / restaurant / bar, well known for 
it's 'krepyak' (old grille window door) decoration. Taking shape of 
colosseum, it house three restaurants in two level building and a 
very big swimming pool inside. Lighting role was to support this 

unique character, create special details to incorporate lighting 
fixtures inside architecture element, while letting old industrial 

lighting fixtures speak as visible light fixtures.
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The Pakubuwono Signature & The Pakubuwono House - Jakarta
High Rise Luxury Apartment



Harris Hotel Cokroaminoto Denpasar - Bali
Hotel & Convention







Various public space lighting design were done in many years of 
service. Each of public space has specific context; range from 
cultural background, history, human interaction, or simply 
competition with neighbor activity. Each context was analyzed 
and put into consideration in developing the concept 
philosophy, and later poured into specific lighting design.

Our public space project ranges from monument, gallery, 
museum, gas station, convention and house of worship.It will be 
evident, on each of the project implied specific lighting to fit.
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Section 3

COPPER FLOOR RECESSED LIGHT - WE DO CARE HOW IT 
LOOKS DURING DAYTIME

THE INFINITY @ CONRAD BALI - 2006

Monument & 
Public Space



FRANKFURT BOOK FAIR 2015
Frankfurt, Germany

October 2015

As 2015 Guest of Honor in Frankfurt Book Fair, Indonesia 
showcased it’s design and culture potential power in 2500 m2 

exhibition hall. Headed by Goenawan Mohammad, designed and 
executed under top Indonesian designers Avianti Armand, 

Mohammad Thamrin from Pasagi Architect, Graphic Design from 
Emir Hakim Design, Video Mapping from Sembilan Matahari and 

Lighting Design from Lumina Group, Indonesia had successfully 
surpassed Europe and International  expectation in displaying 

powerful contemporary  design, art & culture in every way they 
ever imagine.
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MONUMEN NASIONAL (MONAS), Jakarta, Indonesia
Renovation completed in 2004

Monumen Nasional was built as memorial place of Indonesia’s 
heroism for freedom. In time, the place uniquely become a 

recreational space for local community. 
Design challenge was to develop lighting concept that serves both 

purposes, as well as how to elaborate the relatively plain tower 
without distracting it with unnecessary light element. Thus, lighting 

scenarios are introduced:
1. White clean appearance to emphasize the architecture form 

while creating a solemn yet grace ambiance. This scene serves the 
‘memorial’ purpose, performed during weekdays. 

2. Colors,graphics and dynamic lighting scenes to serve the 
‘recreational’ purpose, performed during weekends, when regularly 

crowded.



KAPUK NAGA BRIDGE, Pantai INdah Kapuk, Jakarta
Open for Public in 2015

Connecting Jakarta to new islnads, Kapuk Naga Bridger lighting 
was designed to celebrate the birth of new territories .

Lighting concept was to emphasize the “bird archs” and fill it 
with dynamic lights.
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ASTRA Museum, Jakarta, Indonesia
Open for Public in 2008

The museum was built by ASTRA, a prominent business 
conglomerates, to present the company’s history and range of 

businesses. Limited within tight space, the interior comprised of 
curvy partitions, graphics displays with few historical products 

presented. Sympathetic with the overall circumstances, lighting 
design was discreet, coordinated and integrated into interior. Thin 

self-illuminated graphic displays were created and functioned as 
the main illuminator in the room; indirect color changing lights 

were applied to create non-monotonous atmosphere while 
respecting colors as businesses' identities; furniture-lighting objects 

were created; and spotlights were concealed within ceiling cove 
pattern in effort to become a unity with interior.
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PERTAMINA GAS STATION, Indonesia
New standard applied in 2009

Driven by market competitions, new standard for national oil 
company's gas stations, PERTAMINA, was redesigned to be 

modular (directly multipliable according to project size and site 
condition nationwide), economical, technically and aesthetically 

better than existing stations. Concept was developed from ground, 
where under canopy lighting was considered most important and 

to be totally revisited. Vertical illuminations were considered in the 
new objectives. T5 high output bulbs were chosen for being 
efficient, long life, economical, availability and 'hot re-strike' 

capability. Reflectors were custom designed to fulfill the new 
design intents. Architectural material finishes were specified with 

respect to light reflections.
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THE INFINITY @ Conrad Bali, Indonesia
Open in 2006

The Infinity was the first stage of Phase 2 development of 
CONRAD Resort Hotel Bali. Built on high demand of beautiful 
space for wedding ceremony in Bali, The Infinity bring a cutting 

edge contemporary 
chapel / multi function building to house wedding or other 

activities with magnificent panorama. Designed by architect 
Antony Liu, Ferry and Andra Matin, the building shows a delicate 

interpretation of male-female correlation. From the outside, 
lighting design tried to make the structure glow to mark the 
existence, while in the inside, a more tranquil ambiance was 

destined for a sacral moments.



Intiland Tower Lobby Renovation
Open in 2013

Iconic building in Jakarta, designed by architect Paul Rudolph and 
lighting designer William Lam in the eighties shows a deep 

understanding of architectural lighting. The challenge in the  renovation 
project was how to maintain the original design intent, yet applying 

current understanding and technology.
Creative approach was introduced in introducing LED chips inside the 
“incandescent bulb” series, and re-introducing the skylight above void 

with LED panel that mimic natural light wash on the void walls.   



Healthcare todays is more about hospitality rather than place to 
treat ill people. Lighting is becoming an important factor to 
serve the purpose.

Typical hospital ambiance are transformed, caring for comfort 
and calming .. sometime fun .. space.

Typical attention paid are waiting lounge, where unhealthy - 
stressful - impatient guests wait for their turn. Followed by 
doctor’s consultation room, where confidence is needed by 
both doctor and patient. Accommodation room is the other 
important part that need to be thoughtfully designed. New 
research and technology start to be ventured to set higher level 
of achievement. 
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Healthcare Facility

CUSTOM CEILING LIGHT
ERHA CLINIC KELAPA GADING - 2009

Section 3
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Erha Clinic Kelapa Gading, Jakarta
Exterior view
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NATIONAL HOSPITAL, Surabaya
Commissioning start 2013

The biggest modern hospital in Surabaya city, East Java, started to 
involved lighting design as part of makeover  status of a healthcare 

facility.  Warm light color are introduced, creating more intimate 
ambiance. Apart from attention in public space and circulation area, 

more thoughts were applied in guest facility, where varying color 
temperature lamp was designed as part of effort re-balance the 

patient’s circadian rhythm. Most of lighting fixtures applied are special 
designed armature that 100% made locally. 



Mall, outlets, shops are typical commercial projects that we’ve 
done. However, we’re more thoughts in developing the area of 
BRANDING or RE-BRANDING. Together with interior 
designer, architect or branding consultant, we proposed lighting 
as part of their branding strategy.

We’ve successfully putting new lighting to fit the branding 
direction of Erha Clinic, Erha Apothecary, TOTO, Pertamina 
Gas Station. 

Showcased in this section, the evolving process of branding 
TOTO; previously imaged as cheap daily WC into high end bath 
equipment and kitchen set.
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Section 5 COMMERCIAL

“PEEP HOLE” TO MEETING ROOM, EMPHASIZED BY 1 CM THIN LINE OF 
DIFFUSE LINEAR LIGHT; SOME OF NEW DESIGN APPROACHES MADE 

POSSIBLE SINCE THE INVASION OF LED LIGHT 
TOTO SHOWROOM TOMANG - 2009
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TOTO Showroom Grand Indonesia, Jakarta
Kitchen, home applience and WC display



BEACHWALK, Bali
Open in late 2012

A new breed of commercial area in Kuta Bali was designed from 
scratch with different perspective. Following the architect approach of 
raw, down to earth concept within open space, lighting was design to 

suit the ambiance as well as the appearance.  
We stripped down every aspects to leave only the necessary to create  
the “raw” lighting  feel and appearance, while still serving illumination 

function, achieved in a very economical way.



GRAND GALAXY PARK, Bekasi
Open in late 2013

Unique Mal and vast exterior F&B area at medium market target.
We use our skilled human centered design to create attractive yet 

humble commercial space. Night time ambiance was created to ensure 
comfortable feeling throughout IN / OUT dining space. 



Designing residences are always unique experience. Each 
residence reflects unique personality of the owner. Some 
require just simple and humble appearance, some demand 
striking light show, while others want luxury feel attached to 
their home. So design work starts with interviews with (both) 
owners to reveal their personality, lifestyle, preference, 
ambiance that they like, and going through some samples of 
their preferred places. These were valuable information, which 
will be developed together with Architect and Interior to 
provide basic concept. Furthermore, all technical aspects such as 
power consumption, control system, and maintenance were 
taken care of with a note that private owners have different 
requirements than commercial projects.
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Section 6 Residential

ARTIFICIAL SKY WITH 3 DIMENSIONAL ECLECTIC 
PATTERN AS  RESULT 0F FINDING CLIENT’S NEED 

ABOVE THEIR DINING TABLE.
ARTIST : GEORGE TIMORASON

RESIDENCE @ DHARMAWANGSA - 2007



Residence @ Karawaci, Tanggerang
Guest room, terrace & stair to private floor



PT Lumina Group Prabhasvara
Intiland Tower 12A Floor

Jl. Jend. Sudirman 32, Jakarta 10220
Indonesia

Tel : 62 21 57930649
Email : lumina@luminagroup.co

www.luminagroup.co 


